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Clockwise from
top left: The
piano nobile
at Villa Cora;
the Duomo at
night; inside
Michelangelo’s
hidden room;
Michelangelo’s
window on the
world while he
was in hiding;
the Irene Bar
serves some of
the best cocktails
in Florence;
inside the Duomo
museum; at San
Casciano Val di
Pesa; view from
the Uffizi rooftop
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48 HOURS IN…

Hidden
Florence

With the help of some informed and well-connected
concierges, Adrian Mourby discovers parts of the
Renaissance city he had never seen before…

T

he Secret Room of Michelangelo was discovered when the
curators of the Medici Chapels in Florence were looking for
a better way to bring people in and out of one of the city’s
major attractions. In the 16th century Michelangelo Buonarroti
worked on a number of family memorials in the newer of the
two chapels attached to Basilica San Lorenzo. He later fell out with his
patrons and moved to Rome to work for Pope Julius II. In 1975, however,
a narrow room below the floor of the Medici Chapels, used for centuries as
a coal cellar, was opened up. Behind the whitewashed plaster on the wall,
there seemed to be drawings. When they were painstakingly uncovered,
over a dozen of Michelangelo sketches were revealed, some of them images
of the Medici monuments above, others recalling figures visible on the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, and some simply copies that Michelangelo
had made of classical statuary, drawn from memory. Could they be real?
It seemed they were. The likelihood is that during the siege of Florence
in 1529 Michelangelo hid down here while Spanish forces, with
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WHAT TO SEE AND DO

•

PIAZZALE MICHELANGELO 1
Rather than pay €13.75 for a panorama of
the city from Boboli Gardens take a taxi
up to Piazzale Michelangelo for the sunset.
Buy a glass of prosecco at Flò Lounge Bar
and watch how the waters of the Arno
change in colour as the sun goes down
and the city lights come up.

•

THE VASARI CORRIDOR 2
www.tickitaly.com
Soon to be opened up to the public, the
corridor over the Arno that Giorgio Vasari
built for Cosimo the Great is still a rare
treat because Duke Cosimo’s descendants
turned it into a unique gallery of painters’
self-portraits. Tours from €80pp.

•

PALAZZO STROZZI 3
Piazza degli Strozzi
☎ +39 055 2645155
www.palazzostrozzi.org
Some of the best exhibitions in Florence
are held at this fortified palace built in
the 15th century by one of the Medici’s
rivals. The programme includes modern
art events such as Ai Weiwei happenings
as well as fascinating retrospectives such
as Americans in Florence.

•

SCUOLA DEL CUOIO 4
Piazza Santa Croce
☎ + 39 055 244533
www.scuoladelcuoio.com
Florence is reviving the handmade leather
goods that created much of its wealth,
and the friars of the Santa Croce Monastery
sponsor this leather school. You can watch
master craftsmen at work, enrol for classes,
buy what’s for sale and even commission
your own designs.

•

OFFICINA PROFUMO-FARMACEUTICA 5
Via della Scala, 16
☎ +39 055 216276
www.smnovella.it
Many first-timers overlook Chiesa Santa
Maria Novella, despite the fact that
Michelangelo and Galileo are buried here.
Part of the complex contains the oldest
working pharmacy in the world. Today
it’s part-museum, but you can still buy
traditional herbal elixirs and bars of soap
created by Dominican monks.

•

PALAZZO MEDICI RICCARDI 6
Via Camillo Cavour, 3
☎ + 39 055 276 0340
www.palazzo-medici.it
This was the Medici family’s 15th-century
starter home. The recently-restored
Procession of the Magi in the family chapel
is an unmissable technicolour sensation.
This Renaissance vision of the Holy Land
has monkeys, leopards, cheetahs and a
wonderful array of old Florentine faces, €7.

The replica of the old Duomo
façade in the Duomo museum

DON’T MISS
OPERA DI
SANTA MARIA
DEL FIORE DI
FIRENZE
A statue by
Michelangelo,
Brunelleschi’s
death mask, a
Magdalen by
Donatello and
the Baptistery’s
original bronzegilded panels
are just some
of the treasures
in this dramatic
new museum
that displays
everything that
didn’t make it
into the Duomo.
€15 entry. Via
della Canonica,
1 ☎ +39 055
230 2885, www.
operaduomo
.firenze.it

the intention of restoring the
dispossessed Duke Alessandro de’
Medici, bombarded the city.
Michelangelo himself seems to
confirm this. “I hid in a tiny cell,”
he recorded, “entombed like the
dead Medici above, though hiding
from a live one. To forget my fears,
I filled the walls with drawings.”
Since the small, unventilated
cell was uncovered, restorers have
removed skeletons found beneath
the floor – possibly plague victims
buried in haste – whose remains
were contaminating the air and

concierges to see if there’s anything
they can’t arrange.
Like African safaris, Florence
has its Big Five: the Ponte Vecchio,
Palazzo Vecchio, the Duomo, Uffizi,
and Santa Croce. They’re all within
easy walking distance of each other
and can be knocked off in a day,
making Florence perfect for daytrippers. But there is so much more
to see in Florence if you know where
to look – or if your concierge has the
right connections.
I recently spent a ‘Yes Please’
weekend in Florence at Villa Cora,

Pieces had their heads lopped off to give
the appearance of classical statues
walls of the cell. Today this narrow
room is one of the hidden treasures
of Florence and a fascinating
insight into the restless mind of
one of Italy’s greatest artists. You
cannot get down into the cellar as
a member of the public, but if you
are staying at one of the city’s elite
hotels they will do their best to fix
up a visit. Firenze – Yes Please is a
new venture by the city to encourage
visitors to test drive the hotel’s top

one of those palatial 19th-century
houses that rise up on the hills
south of the Arno. It was built
in the 1860s by Baron Gustave
Oppenheim, who wanted a home
in the capital of the new Italian
Kingdom (which Florence was
for six years). But I didn’t spend
much time in the villa, despite the
temptations of its gilded salons,
extensive wine list and delightful
swimming pool.
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WHERE TO EAT
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IRENE 15
Piazza della Repubblica, 7
☎ +39 055 273 5891
Some of the best cocktails in Florence are
served in this chic, modern restaurant,
thanks to Dario the flamboyant barman.
€●
€●
€
●

•

TEATRO DEL SALE 16
Via dei Macci, 118
☎ +39 055 200 1492
www.edizioniteatrodelsale
cibreofirenze.it
Great value supper and free musical
entertainment in this old theatre in the
Santa Croce district. A small membership
fee is payable at the door.
€
●

•

CESTELLO RISTOCLUB 17
Piazza del Cestello, 8
☎ + 39 005 264 5364
www.cestelloristoclub.com
Situated in Oltrarno, this stylish restaurant
is where chic Florentines on a budget go for
raw seafood and inventive appetisers.
€●
€
●

16

6

1

IL PALAGIO 14
Borgo Pinti, 99
☎ +39 055 26261
www.ilpalagioristorante.it
www.fourseasons.com
Garden dining at the Palazzo della
Gherardesca (now Four Seasons Firenze)
with a superb wine room and tasting menus
prepared by Executive Chef Vito Mollica.
€●
€●
€
●

18

5

IL BORRO TUSCAN BISTRO 13
Lungarno Acciaiuoli, 80r
☎ +39 055 290423
www.ilborrotuscanbistro.it
Small. modern bistro facing onto the Arno
and using ingredients from the 1,000-yearold Borro estate near San Giustino
Valdarno. Open for lunch and dinner,
Tuesday to Sunday

•

ACQUA AL DUE 18
Via della Vigna Vecchia, 40r
☎ +39 055 284170
www.acquaal2.it
A sister to the Los Angeles Acqua, here is
a trendy night spot popular for its assaggio
(sampler plates that change nightly) and
for its walls covered with plates signed by
celebrity diners.
€●
€●
€
●

➤ KEY TO RESTAURANT PRICES
(full meal per person, not including wine)
€ Up to €25
●
€●
€ €26-€50
●
€●
€●
€ More than €50
●

Map data © 2016 Google

DON’T MISS
CANTINA
ANTINORI
This amazing
underground
winery,
inaugurated in
October 2012,
is a triumph of
modern design
as well as a
symbol of the
Antinori family’s
love for the
Chianti Classico
hillsides. The
brainchild of
Marquis Piero
Antinori and his
three daughters,
it is constructed
of terracotta,
wood, weathered
steel, and glass,
so as not to
detract from its
environment.
Via Cassia per
Siena, San
Casciano Val di
Pesa, Florence,
☎ +39 055
23595, visite@
antinorichianti
classico.it, www.
antinorichianti
classico.it

building that gives you faith in
modern architecture.
Antinori as a wine business goes
back to 1385, when Giovanni di
Piero Antinori joined the Guild of
Winemakers in Florence. Over the
following 600 years his descendants
have proved themselves very
successful in their chosen business –
despite a dynastic blip in 1576 when
Bernardino Antinori had an affair
with the wife of Pietro de’ Medici,
the youngest son of Duke Cosimo
I. Pietro, a thoroughly unpleasant
sort, had Bernardino killed in prison

cool heart of the mountain while
a glass tasting room cantilevered
over them, hovering like a bright
star in the darkness.
During my three days in
Florence I also walked along the
Arno to look at Corso dei Tintori,
7. In 1901 this was Pensione Simi,
where EM Forster stayed with his
mother. She had the room with a
view and he didn’t, a circumstance
that inspired his most popular
novel. I was able to confirm that
the former pensione does indeed have
a view across the Arno to Piazzale

A glass tasting room cantilevered overhead,
hovering like a bright star in the darkness
and personally strangled his wife
with a dog lead. It seemed bad form
to discuss this scandal over lunch
so the Marquis and I talked about
Antinori’s part in the Super Tuscan
revolution of the 1970s and the
genesis of this beautiful new winery,
which has one of the most serene
cellars I have ever visited.
Inside the air-conditioned
complex, I saw thousands of barrels
in near perfect rows maturing in the

Michelangelo – though only if you
get the right room!
Nearby, in Santa Croce, using a
concierge guidebook that the hotel
JK Place has produced, I found
the oldest retail outlet in the city.
Filistrucchi, on what is now Via
Giuseppe Verdi, was founded in
1720 to sell wigs. These days it
specialises in theatrical make-up as
well as wigs. Not far away, in Via
Pietrapiana, stands one of the oldest
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working pharmacies in the world.
Antica Farmacia del Canto alle
Rondini was founded in the 14th
century and reconstructed on this
site in 1936. And in the San Niccolò
district, the JK Place team was
able to arrange for me to visit Betty
Schindler, whose workshop restores
antiques. There I was shown how
inlay, turning and engraving were
carried out in Renaissance times.
Visits are strictly by appointment,
which is why the city’s concierges
are so important.
I also took a tour with Eike
Schmidt, the new director of the
Uffizi, and the first non-Italian to
hold this post. Striding round his
new home the German academic
outlined his plans to open up other
floors of this remarkable gallery
to display more of the Medici’s
collection of 12,000 paintings,
3,500 ancient sculptures, and
180,000 prints and drawings. Soon
there will be more of Florence to
see than ever before, though a lot of
it will still remain hidden away. So
Firenze – Yes Please is a great way to
encourage visitors to go beyond the
normal tourist experience (www.
firenzeyesplease.com/en/).
It’s easy to fall in love with
Florence at first sight but getting
to know her takes many visits. There
is so much to see that you won’t find
in the guidebooks.

The San Casciano Val di Pesa vineyard

A triumph of modern design

Standing on the roof at San Casciano

The joys of having the Uffizi to yourself

Eike Schmidt, the new director of the Uffizi

GETTING THERE
➤ BY AIR
British Airways (www.ba.com) flies from
London Heathrow to Pisa nine times a
week with return fares starting at £85
return. Pisa International Airport is 80
kilometres from Florence. BA also flies
from London City direct to Florence seven
times weekly, prices from £145.
➤ BY TRAIN
Railbookers (020 3780 2162, www.
railbookers.com) offers short breaks
from London to Florence by air and rail,
flying to Zurich for a night before taking
the train through the Gotthard Pass to
Italy. Prices start from £919, including
flights from London to Zurich and Pisa
to London, rail travel, one night’s hotel
accommodation with breakfast in Zurich
and three nights’ 5-star B&B hotel
accommodation in Florence.
➤ BY CAR
Rhino (www.rhinocarhire.com) offers car
hire in Pisa from £18 per day.
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